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WelcometoSolarMaxx
SolarMaxx Solar Energy Solutions is amongst the leading
manufacturers of Solar PV Panels, Solar Water Heating and
related Solar Packaged solutions. A pioneer in the solar
industry, SolarMaxx continues to serve as a visionary for
the modern solar industry. Creating and delivering clean,
cost-effective solar power is our top priority—not a side
project to other business interests.
Solariswhatwedo,andwedoitbetterthananyone
else.
SolarMaxx offers a broad range of solar products ranging
from Solar PV Modules, Solar Water Heating, Solar
Lighting to Solar Power Solutions. SolarMaxx Solar
Packaged solutions are a cost effective investment,
wherever you install them!
Our manufacturing facilities are accompanied with
qualified technicians, engineers in addition to a full
research & development staff. Maintaining strict
compliances, our facilities are equipped with quality
control and safety standards. SolarMaxx Solar Packaged

solutions are ideal for residential, commercial,
institutional and industrial requirements.
Our sales, marketing, customer service and engineering
teams are dedicated to supporting the needs of our
customers. Together, we innovate and champion solar to
homes and business owners nationwide.
We provide our customers the highest degree of quality
standards through cutting – edge technology, best quality
material and top class workmanship. This helps us in
making the abundant solar energy affordable to use
through simple solar energy solutions.
AtSolarMaxx,webelieve:
Webelieve in manufacturing in the markets we serve.
Webelieve in leading a sustainable future.
Webelieve that solar will make a better world.

IndiaʼsSolarmanufacturer
SolarMaxx believes in manufacturing in the market we serve. We do not import finished goods just to be dumped
in our local market. Every day, we work to Make in India, create local jobs, support the communities we serve,
make the Earth a better place and provide relief from rising energy costs.
An innovator and leader, SolarMaxx is responsible for
many of the solar industry’s most important firsts, as shown
below:
 First in Rajasthan to receive the prestigious MNRE
approval.
 First to introduce ETC based Solar Water Heating in
Rajasthan.

First manufacturer in Rajasthan to manufacture Solar
PV Modules & Solar Water Heating under one roof.
 Pioneers in taking Solar to residential users in a
commercially viable way.
 Pioneers in promoting, advertising and raising
awareness to adopt Solar!


Industry-leadingquality
SolarMaxx’s solar panels are a recognized quality offering. We stringently control the entire manufacturing
process, ensuring high performance in each and every panel.
Every solar panel undergoes quality checks during every stage of the manufacturing process, generating
exceptional power performance for years.
We flash-test then sort our solar panels, which is a fancy way of saying we do everything we can to ensure the
greatest energy yield, delivering more power to you.
Chooselong-termproductionoverefficiency

Allsolarmanufacturersarenotcreatedequal

• Many manufacturers are touting efficiency (rated
power per square meters) as the most important feature
of a solar panel. However, making a panel more
efficient can actually limit its long-term performance,
yielding less energy over the life of your system.

 Think all solar panels are the same? Think again.
Maximize your return on investment with worry-free
performance.
 A solar system should last for years. Select a
manufacturer you are confident will be around to honor
warranties as well as service commitments.
 Choose a company that controls all aspects of the
manufacturing process to ensure every component is of
the highest quality.
 Support “Make In India” by buying products made here
on Indian soil.

• Ensure that your system will produce energy for several
years, while being subjected to natural elements.
• Make your purchase decision on long term system
performance—not how much a single system can
generate in optimal laboratory conditions.

Apassionfortheenvironment,acommitmenttocommunity
At SolarMaxx we aim to build a green future for our global community by utilising the energy of the Sun. With a
growing network of partners across India, we are committed to offer quality solutions at reasonable prices in
stipulated time frame. We keep in mind that our consumers are Green Citizens and their initiative for energy
saving should not be neglected.
We strongly believe in and recommend the use of nonconventional sources of energy and encourage even a
small step that goes into energy saving. In today’s highenergy-consuming times, we offer world-class energy
saving solutions, striving to meet the increasing need for
alternative energy sources.
Increasingly, the world over, people are making a
transition from conventional energy sources to Solar
Power because they find it more efficient, more
economical and environment-friendly.
We strive to give back to society through community
programs, education programs and by supporting NGO’s
to bring energy in their lives through solar.
Madefromthehighestqualitymaterials
Solar cells are the engines that power solar panels, which
is why we don’t trust just about anyone to supply them to

us. We source them from some of the best manufacturer’s
known for quality. To guarantee peak performance and
reliability, we apply our stringent quality requirements on
all our materials— then we manufacture our own solar
panels right here in India.
Benefitfrommaximumenergyoutput
SolarMaxx’s solar systems are designed, tested and
manufactured with attention to every detail. The result:
maximum energy output for your solar investment.
Designedfortherealworld
In the real world, it rains and the wind blows! Our product
design is artfully configured to increase performance
during years of exposure to real-world conditions. This is
exactly why our solar panels are actively converting
sunlight to energy all over— on ground and on rooftops.

Greatforyourwallet.Greatfortheplanet.
Dramatically reduce your electricity costs. Say goodbye to ever-increasing energy rates. Decrease your carbon
footprint. With SolarMaxx:
 Many users save thousands of rupees each year
through solar water heating and solar power.
 Avoid ever-increasing electricity rates and peak hour
surges.


No moving parts means minimal maintenance.



Our warranty leaves you worry-free.

 Government incentives can cut 30% or more off the
complete installation cost in the form of accelerated
depreciation benefits.
 Global studies show that premises with solar sell more
quickly and for more than non-solar ones.
 Feel good about reducing the country’s need for nonrenewable, polluting sources of energy.
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Harnessingthesunformaximumperformance
Choosing a panel is a great first step to creating a powerful solar system. Now you will need to find the right
location for your system to unleash its full potential.
Solutionsforeveryhome,office,factory,institute
Where should solar panels be installed to generate maximum energy? A SolarMaxx executive will work closely
with you to choose the best location and system size for the energy needs of your premise.
Rooftopsolarsystems
Rooftop systems are the most popular option for home,
office, factory or institute owners. These roofs typically
have enough available space and, if unshaded, are
well-suited for optimal energy production.







SolarMaxx rooftop solar systems:
Withstand extreme environmental conditions while
maintaining the integrity of your roof.
Can be installed on nearly any roof—sloped or flat.
Helps keep your premise cooler in the summer by
providing shade from the sun and warmer in the winter
by creating a heat barrier.
Can help to offset utility costs.

Groundsolarsystems
If you have a need for a larger system than your roof
area will accommodate, a ground-mounted system
may be right for you if you have space on your plot.
SolarMaxx ground-mounted solar systems:
 Anchored to the ground to ensure stability.
 Withstand extreme environmental conditions.
 Can be installed on nearly any contour at a variety of
heights and tilt angles.
 Have options for raised mounting structures to provide
power to the premise and shade for people or vehicles.

FAQʼsSolarPower
Havequestions?Wehaveanswers.
Financials
How much does a solar power system cost?
The cost of your solar investment will vary greatly
depending on the size of the system, your location and
available incentives. To find out what a SolarMaxx
system will do to your electric bill, go to
SolarMaxx.co.in and schedule your free call back solar
consultation with a SolarMaxx executive.
What incentives are available to me?
SolarMaxx solar systems sold in India are eligible for tax
benefits for commercial users. Additional state, local
and utility incentives exist in many areas, further
lowering the net cost of your investment. Ask a
SolarMaxx executive about available incentives for
you, if any.
Can my electric bill really be Rs.0?
Some solar systems produce more electricity than is
used each month, bringing net electricity costs to Rs. 0.
However, there is still a minimal connection fee to
remain connected to the electrical grid. Net metering
policies differ state to state but in general, you will still
have to pay a certain basic charge to the electricity
department.
Installation
Can I install solar panels myself?
It is not recommended. The process requires both
electrical and civil skills to ensure the system is safe and
optimally designed for 25+ years of production.
Maintenance
How much maintenance does a solar system need?
With no moving parts and at least a 25-year expected
life-span, SolarMaxx solar panels require very little
maintenance. In fact, their design ensures that they
remain relatively clean as long as they are exposed to
rain or a quick rinse with water every few weeks. Your
regional climate also plays an important role how
regularly you must clean the panels.
Weather
Is solar a viable option in cold climates?
Yes. A general rule of thumb is that if you can clearly
see the sun for most part of the year, you can produce

electricity through solar panels. In fact, given equal
sunlight, a solar panel on a cold day will out-produce a
solar panel on a hot day.
How do solar systems fair in extreme weather conditions?
SolarMaxx Solar panels can withstand high wind and
snow loads.
How does snow affect a solar system’s performance?
While snow will decrease production while its on your
panels, it should not damage your system when
designed and installed properly. Given the angle of the
panels and their tendency to produce some heat, the
snow will fall off your panels faster than it would fall off
your roof, quickly returning your system to its potential.
Off-gridsystems
Can I take my home off the electrical grid?
Yes, provided you install optional battery-backup
systems to provide power when your demands exceed
your production, such as at night. While SolarMaxx can
help you install such a system, it is not typically
recommended. First, batteries add significant costs to
your system, extending your payback period. Second,
you may not be eligible for some incentives if you do
not connect your system to your utility. Lastly, staying
connected to the grid ensures you will rarely ever be
without power, unlike batteries that have a limited
lifespan and storage capacity.
Roofintegrity
How does a solar system affect my roof integrity?
With proper design and installation following industry
best practices, your roof should maintain all its presolar integrity.
Safety
Are there any fire, electrical or other dangers from a solar
system?
Similar to any electrical component, proper installation
will limit any dangers. However, you should still take
care to ensure your system is not easily accessible by
children or animals who could potentially damage the
system and possibly injure themselves. If your system
gets damaged in any way, immediately seek assistance
from SolarMaxx or a trained electrician.

SolarWaterHeating
SolarMaxx’s Solar evacuated tube solar water heating solutions are an industry-leading line of solar water
heating that has been independently tested and certified to provide maximum performance and value. We cater
to residential, commercial, institutional as well as industrial users. Available in various capacity models, along
with custom design solutions, SolarMaxx Solar Water Heaters from ILLUSIONS4REAL are a cost-effective
investment – wherever you install them!
WhySolarMaxx?













Latest Technology Solar Water Heating
Provide for almost all of your hot water needs
Save tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions every year
Hot Water round the clock
Long-life and Maintenance-free
Environment-friendly
Negligible operating costs
Quick pay-back-period
Reasonable prices
Save thousands on electricity, gas, coal, diesel or wood bills
Avail tax benefits and electricity bill rebates
Enjoy warranty and prompt quality service
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2m2 Flat Plate

2m2 Vacuum Tube

A high quality Vacuum Tube system
produces about twice the energy to
heat water than a Flat Plate system.

IndustryʼsleadinglineofSolarWaterHeatingSolutions
Our evacuated tube solar water heaters are popular for
their simple, economical, and effective production of hot
water. They work through natural Thermo syphon or
forced flow as the need be, with heat from the evacuated
tubes rising into the water tank. SolarMaxx Solar Water
Heating ensures that water is effectively heated even in
cold climates. These systems can be designed either to
allow natural water inflow through a regular overhead
cold water tank or through hydro-pneumatic systems and
pressure booster pumps. Our domestic solar water heaters
are ideal for residential solar water heating in homes,
apartments, farm houses, guest houses, small hotels and
hostels whereas our commercial systems are suited for
commercial, industrial and large institutional users
SolarMaxx evacuated tube collectors alternatively known
as ETC, are an incredible, high-performance and low-cost
but high-quality alternative to other solar collectors for
larger water heating purposes. These systems can be
integrated with non-pressurized as well as pressurized
plumbing options. These systems are highly suitable for

hotels, hospitals, hostels, commercial and industrial use.
Our industrial solar water heating systems are suitable for
solar process heating or industrial preheating purposes.
SolarMaxx Solar hot water systems are capable of working
as solar steam generators and work well as hybrid systems
also where pre-heated water can be supplied to the
existing boilers.
Non-pressurisedseries:
 Non pressurised Solar Water Heating for residential
use
 Non pressurised Solar Water Heating for commercial
and industrial use
 Non pressurised Solar Water Heating with in-built heat
exchanger for commercial and industrial use
Pressurisedseries:
 Pressurised Solar Water Heating with in-built heat
exchanger for residential use
 Pressurised Solar Water Heating with in-built heat
exchanger for commercial and industrial use

FAQʼsSolarWaterHeating
Havequestions?Wehaveanswers.
Savings&Benefits
What do I save by installing a solar water heater?
 A big cost of multiple electric geysers can be replaced
by a low costing central solar water heating system.
 It significantly reduces the electricity bill.
 80% accelerated depreciation for commercial users.
 Rebate on monthly electricity bills from discom for
domestic users as per state government rules.

Are the tubes made of glass? How sensitive are they ? Can
monkeys break them?
The tubes are made of a material called Borosilicate that
is also used in laboratories. They can withstand
hailstorm with hails up to 30 mm. Monkeys could break
them only if they get notorious whereas mere climbing
or sliding on the tubes should not particularly damage
the system.

How does use of solar water heater help the environment?
A 100 litre system for the average size of a household of
2-3 members can prevent emissions of 0.4 to 1.0 tonnes
of carbon dioxide per annum. The reduction in
emissions of carbon dioxide (one of the major green
house gases) can positively help in slowing down the
pace of global warming.

What are the main differences in your technology than the
traditional solar water heaters?
Evacuated tube collector (ETC) technology has several
advantages compared to the traditional Flat Plate
Collector (FPC) systems. The ETC's are more efficient
especially in winter season. The vacuum in the tubes
make heat loss through convection of conduction
impossible. The system depends almost completely on
the availability of sun and not as much on the ambient
temperature. ETC tubes are made of borosilicate glass,
which does not scale due to hard water in the region but
FPC system requires regular de-scaling and cleaning
with chemicals, making the traditional FPC's high on
maintenance. The graph indicates the higher efficiency
of an ETC over a FPC

How does the system work in winter season?
A SolarMaxx solar water heating system comprises of
evacuated tubes. These evacuated tubes comprise of
inner and outer tubes with vacuum in between. This
allows Sun rays in but prevents heat from escaping the
inner tube. Our tanks are insulated either using PUF or
Glasswool to prevent heat loss even during winter
nights. Each system comes with an option to install an
electric heating element that could be used during
overcast conditions.
How long will the water remain hot in the tank?
Hot water produced by the solar system during the day
is stored in an insulated storage tank. The insulation of
the tank is such that water remains hot without
significant drop in temperature for upto 24-48 hrs. Thus
water heated during the previous day should be
available for use in the next morning.
We have an existing water heating system, can solar be
integrated to it?
Yes, SolarMaxx solar water heating solutions are
compatible with most conventional type of water
heating systems such as boilers, geysers etc.
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Working&Technology
How does it work?
A Solar Water Heater comprises of a single or an array
of solar collectors to collect solar energy and an
insulated tank to store hot water. Both are connected to
each other. During day time, water in solar collectors
gets heated to automatically rise up in the tank through
a natural thermosyphon principle. Hot water stored in
the tank can be used for various applications.
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How do I integrate the heater with my current plumbing?
Our systems can easily be installed in new as well as old
constructions. With a few changes, they could integrate
with all kinds of existing systems. Our installation
experts will visit your site and provide you with a
detailed plan to meet your requirements.
How much time does it take for the system to heat water?
5 to 6 hrs of normal sunlight is required to heat the
whole capacity of the tank.
Is solar water heating feasible for apartments?
If you have a roof space or if you have a south facing
balcony space in your apartment then you can easily
use a solar water heating system.
What if I have high pressure bath fittings such as rain
showers, Jacuzzis or body jets?
We have a range of pressurised systems available to
cater to high pressure bath fittings.

Testimonials
BuildingTrust

‘‘

Their performance has been to our expectations. Systems are not
only aesthetically designed well, the execution of work done by
SolarMaxx has been professional.

Chambal Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd., Gadepan

‘‘

The equipment is running satisfactorily exceeding all
guaranteed operating parameters. The products meeting our
quality specifications and delivery schedules could only be
achieved due to proper planning, team work and commitment
of your organisation. I express my sincere thanks for your
performance and support and hope that you will continue to
maintain such high standards.

Manipal Integrated Services Pvt. Ltd., Manipal University

‘‘

The performance has been found to be excellent. The product
has been working effectively during winter. The product is
absolutely maintenance free and very cost effective. The after
sales service by SolarMaxx is very good and their
representative has been continuously watching the
performance.

Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology, Rangpo, Sikkim

‘‘

We are happy to express our satisfaction and appreciation to
SolarMaxx and their project team members for their excellent efforts
and teamwork towards successfully completing the project given by
us. We also admire about their aspiration for their prompt and flawless
quality deliverables.

Dangayach Group of Hotels, Jaipur

‘‘

This is to inform that the systems supplied by you have
been successfully installed by your team. We are happy to
state that all our queries and problems were resolved by
your team within the required timeline.

SKN College of Agriculture, Raj. Agriculture
University, Jobner

Electricity bills going through the roof?

Your ROOF is the solution!

www.solarmaxx.co.in

Leading manufacturer of Solar PV Panels & Solar Water Heating under one roof
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